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Learn more about  
reducing idle time.

www.Cat.com/en_US/rethink-the-tank

HOW MUCH IS IDLE TIME 
COSTING YOU?

INDUSTRY EXPERTS SAY IDLE TIME CAN BE AS MUCH AS 50% OF TOTAL RUN TIME.  
NONPRODUCTIVE RUN TIME MEANS 1 GALLON OR MORE OF WASTED FUEL EVERY HOUR.

IMPACT OF IDLING ON FUEL COSTS*

 IDLE TIME 20% 30% 40%
 IDLE HOURS 400 600 800
 ANNUAL COST OF IDLE TIME $1,560 $2,340 $3,120
 FIVE YEAR TOTAL COST $7,800 $11,700 $15,600

     *Assumes 2,000 total operating hours/yr. and $3.90/gal. fuel cost

Shut down equipment during 
lunch and breaks.

Shut down trucks waiting 
more than 5 minutes to load 
or unload.

Restrict morning warm-ups 
to 3 to 5 minutes.

Use the automatic 
shutdown feature when 
available.

TIPS TO REDUCE 
IDLE TIME

www.westernstatescat.com
Idaho, Western Montana, Eastern 
Washington, Eastern Oregon and 

Northwest Wyoming
800-852-2287

www.petersoncat.com
Northern California, Western and 
Central Oregon and Southwestern 

Washington
800-452-7676

www.cashmanequipment.com
Nevada and Eastern Sierra

800-937-2326

www.ncmachinery.com
Western and Central Washington 

800-562-4735 and 
Alaska 800-478-7000

www.holtca.com
Central Northern California

800-452-5888

© 2015 Caterpillar. All Rights Reserved. CAT, CATERPILLAR, BUILT FOR IT, their respective logos, “Caterpillar Yellow,” the “Power Edge” 
trade dress as well as corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of Caterpillar and may not be used without permission.   
www.cat.com   www.caterpillar.com 
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Originally Published
in May 1977...

as i travel around meeting with
and talking to loggers it solidifies
some of my previous held opinions.
The big one is that loggers can be
and should be doggoned proud of
what they are doing.  The tasks con-
nected with logging are always de-
manding, though usually tough and
are seldom easy.  That are those
jobs that go with the difficult prob-
lems of getting logs off the moun-
tains and down to where they can
be processed into usable, and need-
ed, products.

There is no one in this world that
doesn't use or benefit from that
finest of raw materials - - - the tree.
everyone uses trees.  For shelter,
for warmth and for any one or more
of the thousands of products made
from trees.

The place that trees grow, the na-
ture of trees to defy all efforts to
harvest them and the weather that
makes this job more difficult all de-
mand the best a man has to give in
order to fall and buck the trees and
bring them to market.

The tasks of logging can be cata-
logued, inventoried and described.
The tasks are seldom described by
the people that do the jobs.  Thus
the descriptions are incomplete be-
cause they don't take into considera-
tion any factors but those that can
be observed by a bystander.

some of the most important and
critical things needed by a logger
are not included in job descriptions -
- - and i don't know if they can be.

working hurt for instance.  There
are very few days most rigging men,
or fallers or buckers or so forth, are
ever completely free from the places

that hurt.  Rigging men, many of
them haven't enjoyed three days
running when they had all the bark
on their shins.  a logger is usually a
tough man because the job demands
it.  if he goes in because he has been
stuck or barked, he'll not work
many days a year.

The weather as another for in-
stance.  Most observers are out ob-
serving on the best of days.  if the
weather is really kicking up a mess
they can find something more com-
fortable to do or observe.  an observ-
er cannot measure the increased dif-
ficulties of doing the work while wet
to the bone, while wading in mud,
by the complications of wearing an-
other 5 pounds of rain clothes, by
the fact that the gloves are wet and

full of mud.
The weather
makes it more
difficult, caus-
es slower
movement and
this results in
less produc-
tion.

w o r k i n g
short-handed
is another
thing the ob-
server can't correctly visualize dur-
ing his observations.  Most logging
jobs are figured out so there are

FINLEY HAYS

(continued on Page 5)

See “Rigging Shack”

Rigging
Shack

“Classic”
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COVER PAGE PICTURE: Cody Gwin operates his CAT 320Ds out on
the jobsite near Lebenon, Oregon.

See “Handle with care” starting on Page 6.

Rigging ShACk “ClASSiC” – by Finley Hays

“hanDLe with caRe”
gwiN aND soNs loggiNg • VeRNoNia, oRegoN

– by Brandon Hansen

BLast FRoM the Past

LetteR to the eDitoR-ResPonse

iRonMaRt

as we see it...

wiLL the ePa set a KiLLeR FRee?
– by William Perry Pendley
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enough men to do the work but no
one extra.  There are many two man
rigging crews.  if one man can't
make it to the chokers, there is a
50% reduction in the labor force at
that place during that day.

as an observer i should be a good
one because i've done a lot of the
jobs of logging.  But memory is not
accurate and one tends to forget
some of the unimportant but also
very important things.  a few little
unimportant items add up to some
important sums.  a short time ago i
worked an hour or so on the land-
ing.  unhooking chokers, limbing,
branding and such things as that.  i
had forgotten how many awkward
positions a man must hold and oper-

ate a chain saw when limbing logs.
or how much in a hurry he must be.
The grapples are waiting to pick up
that log and here comes another
turn that will cover it up.  get in
and get out - - - do it right and do it
right now.  That doesn't get into
many job classifications does it?

i keep hearing that the woods are
safer and safer all the time.  i don't
really agree with this 100%.  Yard-
ing and small landings have in-
creased the danger in many places
for the rigging crew.

it has always been interesting
and dangerous to work on a steep
sidehill below the landing.  Things
get loose on the landing and slide or
roll back down toward the rigging
crew.  Turns going to the landing
kick loose rocks and chunks and
root wads.

so along come the experts and
engineer postage size landings.
These landings are inefficient and
dangerous.  Dangerous because
more logs and chunks are going to
get loose from a small landing and
come down to run the rigging men
around the side hill.

But wait - - - a small landing by
itself is dangerous.  i don't think
anyone will argue with that.  espe-
cially anyone clinging to the steep
sidehill working below that landing.
Now we add another interesting lit-
tle item.  Yard the unmerchantible
material and stack it on that land-
ing.  it is the law you must do it.
Now what have you done for that
rigging crew working on that steep
sidehill below that landing?  You
sure as hell have raised their insur-
ance premiums - - - .

You have made their jobs more

interesting, as if it wasn't interest-
ing enough before.  You have de-
creased production and wrecked hell
out of efficiency and logging plans.

and what is the result?  on some
sidehills you have increased the
chance for erosion.  You have stacks
of ugly chunks all along the roads
and stacked on the landings.  You
have removed the material that rots
and builds up the soils.

My point here is that in its natu-
ral state, logging has built-in prob-
lems that need no complicating.
when you increase the restrictions,
toughen the specifications and add
to the natural problems of logging
you are decreasing production, in-
creasing danger and adding to the
price of the finished product of the
trees we are harvesting.

There are many things i cannot
understand.  one thing we should
all be able to agree upon is that
many government agencies make
their way by selling timber to the
timber industry.  Now i know a lit-
tle bit about selling.  if i can in-
crease my service and same my cus-
tomer some money, i'm going to get
more business and make more mon-
ey.  That is an economic law.  My
customers must be my friends be-
cause they are making my living.  if
i couldn't like them and work with
them in a way that is of benefit to
both of us i'd better do something
else.

how did it come to pass that the
government agencies that sell tim-
ber got into the game of 'screwing
the customer'?  how did it come to
pass that they will deliberately and
with much forethought write unim-
portant hampering restrictive rules
and regulations that decreases the
value of their product?  why do they
set up rules that in effect sell huge
blocks of timber to the 'lowest bid-
der'?

i had always thought the object of
selling timber was to get the most
money for it, taking into considera-
tion the rules of good logging prac-
tices and timber management.

These low price, single logging
plan, sales are hard on the people in
that locality.  if the timber sales
money is taken away, their taxes
must be raised to compensate for
this.  if less timber is sold, the same
result.

(360) 748-1182(360) 748-1182
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KETO • WARATAH • SOUTHSTAR • EAGLE CARRIAGE
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5Rigging Shack

(continued from Page 4)

5

(continued on Page 26)

See “Rigging Shack”

End Greasing Frustration

6 column inches
$208 per issue

3 column inches
$104 per issue

Order Online:
locknlube.com

(603) 795-2298
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By Brandon Hansen

A
pole will get handled and

shipped almost too many

times to count before it

finds its home in the ground

somewhere around the globe. Af-

ter getting selected for straight-

ness and acceptable base/top

widths, delicately fallen and

hauled out of the woods, then

moved to the chemical treatment

plants for weather-proofing, the

ending price tag for such a prod-

uct can be quite hefty. 

Bell Lumber and Pole Compa-

ny should know all too well about

this since they’ve been in the pole

business since 1909. When trying

to get good, quality poles out of a

sale they have to be sure their

product doesn’t hit a roadblock

before it even gets to the log
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800-439-9073 208-267-6215

SMT Flexi
8mm - 5/16" & 9.5mm - 3/8"

Tailored for a perfect fi t 
without the use of tools. 
SMT Flexi uses steel 
produced with boron, nickel, 
chrome and manganeze, 
then fully hardened for 
maximum durability. Choose 
8mm-5/16” or 9.5mm-3/8” 
to suit your requirements. 
Hardened 10mm hooks and 
8mm side chain are standar 
on both sizes. Tightening rail 
is avaliable as an option.

8mm - 5/16" & 9.5mm - 3/8"

Tailored for a perfect fi t 
without the use of tools. 
SMT Flexi uses steel 
produced with boron, nickel, 
chrome and manganeze, 
then fully hardened for 
maximum durability. Choose 
8mm-5/16” or 9.5mm-3/8” 
to suit your requirements. 
Hardened 10mm hooks and 
8mm side chain are standar 
on both sizes. Tightening rail 
is avaliable as an option.

Heavy Duty. Grip for all conditions. 
“H” sections are easilly removed for 
adjustment and replacement in the fi eld. 
Consider SMT for superior fi t and ride.

Heavy Duty
9.5mm - 3/8", 11mm - 7/16", 13mm - 1/2"

A versatile traction chain for snow clearing, forestry 
and construction. Excellent grip, smooth ride and 
virtually trouble free performance.

SMT & SMT Combo

9,5mm-3/8” , 11mm-7/16” SMT
13mm-1/2”, 16mm-5/8”, 

19mm-3/4” SMT and SMT Combo.

SMT pattern holds the chain on 
top of the tire lugs, keeping the 
studs in constant contact with the 
terrain SMT Combo fi ts more that 
one tire size. Chain tightener is 
recommended for heavy chains.
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Who Says Money Doesn’t Grow on Trees?
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Call Doug Today!
888-223-2600 (����	�%����"�������%#
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PICKED FOR THEIR STRAIGHTNESS AND QUALITY, these poles are
loaded onto Willie Brown’s 1999 Freightliner on the jobsite near Banks,
Ore by Gwin and Sons’ Joe Poetter in his new CAT 320D. Poetter runs
both the shovel and processor on his one-man landing. “It doesn’t get
old,” Poetter said. “Just when you think you got this, a whole new chal-
lenge opens up every day on how to bring a pole to the road.”

(continued on Page 7)

See “Gwin & Sons”

GWIN AND SONS LOGGING — VERNONIA, OREGON

GWIN AND SONS KEEPS PRODUCTION UP IN THE 
METHODICAL WORLD OF POLE MANUFACTURING



Madill 071,
�� �BF97;4@�� #4D
�+��)�� �0@A� �607;�
�49BE��01��+4?F��<<3
(A449�)?028@���E24994;A
!7;4@��'037<@���0594� 99
(8F20?�� �E24994;A
.0?34?�					$149,000

1985 
EDCO Mustang

��# ��(&'�##��
�#��"#!%����(��(�

�5..+/3� � ���� "$4(2
�00-('��2$,(3����59-+/(3�
��25.3�����8-(��$22+(2 			
														$125,000

Thunder-
bird TY-40,

'B114?
"<B;A����)
������;57;4�

�997@<;
")�������(=
��'4C4?@4�
������
���

(8F97;4������
�
���(87397;4�
������ �
����� �0B91028�
�<:4@� ,7A6� )09874
)<<A4?@ 								$169,000

2007 Link-Belt
350LX Shovel
Logger,

������� 6?@	�� '424;A
*
��� )756A� "0267;4�
'B;@��<<3 																
														$125,000

2013 CAT 568,
)74?� �����;57;4������
6?@	���;29	��?0==94 					
														$365,000

2006 Kobelco
210 Log Loader,
������� 6?@	�� �<?4@A?F
�01���4D499��<<:�0;3
�?0==94��+4?F��940; 		
																		$69,000

2007 Madill
3800C Log
Loader,

������� 6?@	�� *
�
������ %74?24� �?0=�
=94�����(4?74@��4A?<7A
�;57;4�� �<B194� �0?
�?<B@4?@	$235,000

��� �#-$'!�� ��� �&%� ��# � �&���(�
�<<:��������� ������ �� �;@734�"<B;A�,73A6�
�<:4@�,7A6�%B:=�)?0794?�'734@�� �)?B28
0;3�)?0794?�#<A��;29	� 																			����	��

������& *%�))������� "B9264?��403��<?
!0?54�(873�(A44?�"<B;A	���67==4?� ;7C4@�
'4=90240194� $?� )<� (60?=4;�� )?44@�
(AB:=@�� �?B@6� 0;3� $?260?3� )?7::7;5@�
!784�#4D��<;37A7<;� 																							����	��

���� ���� �
�� �(�+#�(� �(��*&(� �����
6?@	�� �?44� (=<<9�� �0?2<� ,7;26�� .<B;5
�?26��(�!)�*
������																��	����

1980 CAT D7G,
�F@A4?� ,7;26� 0;3
�?26�� �<<3� ��)�
�?4@6� '41B793� $;
�;57;4��(4:7�*��<G4?
,7A6� )79A�� (�!)� *
�
���� 									$55,000

DIAMOND
210
Yarder,
'037<@�
#4D

(8F97;4�
#4D

(87337;5�
!7;4�� #4D� �9BA264@�
�?084@�� '41B79A
�0FD7?4� �?B:	� !0@A
$;4� �B79A�� �E24994;A
�<;37A7<;�$369,000

1986 
Dresser TD8E,

�==?<E	� ������ 6?@	�
,7;26� 0;3��?26�� *
�
������ #4D� �E60B@A�
)B?1<�� �?B@6��B0?3@�
(D44=@ 					$25,000

2004 
Kobelco 250,

�*06(-� �0))(2� �842(.(�
	������ *23��� �+435%+3*+
�/)+/(�� �(7(--� ����� �00.�
���� �2$11-(�� �00'� !���
�02(3429��$% �$60,000

2004 
Link-Belt 240LX,
�>B7==43� ,7A6� !<5
"0E� ������ &�� )<
�?0==94@�� ����� �4D499
�?0==94@�� *
�� �����
�������6?@ 																		
																$105,000

1989 
Kenworth T800,
��)� ������� ��� (=�� 
(=� �0A<;@�� %03� $C4?
,0987;5� �40:�
�9B:7;B:� )0;8@� 0;3
�?<;A� ,6449@�� (�
�942A?<;72�(2094@								
																		$27,000

2008 Waratah
624 Super,

(A449� 0;3� 'B114?
,6449@�� �EA?0� �0?@
0;3� �607;@�
�<:=BA4?�� $=A7<;09
�0?�)7= 						$89,500

2006 
Link-Belt 240,

�>B7==43� ,7A6� ���
!<5:0E�������'424;A
�;57;4�0;3�%B:=						
															$175,000

2012 CAT 324D,
�>B7==43� ,7A6� ��
!<5:0E� ����-)�
����� 6?@	�� �E24994;A
�<;37A7<; 	$350,000

2008 Ford
���	���,*(������

�-��� �������� :794@�
�BA<:0A72� '4037;5
�<E�� !7;2<9;� ��
�#4D��� �<:=?4@@<?�
�BA<��?0;4��������	�
�74@49�� �0?3� ,7?43
,4934?
�<:=?4@@<?�
�<<3�'B114? 													
																	$51,950

1995 Madill
3800,

'41B79A� %B:=@� 0;3
�;57;4� �==?<E	� 
.40?@��5<��*
�������
#724�)756A�"0267;4 				
																		$85,000

1990 Kenworth
T800,

�� � ������� 	�� �1��� 
� �1
���3���201��8-(�� 	���� �0)
 2$+-(2���������5/,3���53*�51
�4$,(3�� �00'� �2$,(3� $/'
�25.3�� ���	���� �5%%(2�
 52/��(9							$35,500

CCHEAVYEQUIPMENT.COMCCHEAVYEQUIPMENT.COM
Dallas/Salem Rickreall, OR

Carl Cornthwaite • 503-507-7230 • carl@ccheavyequipment.com

2007 Dodge 3500,
	� 0/���5$--9���#����2(7��$%�
	�	����� .+-(3�� �$%� �5$2'
"+4*� �+)*43�� !4+-+49� �08� "+4*
�-+1�  013�� �5..+/3� �+(3(-�
�540��  2$/3��� �(&(/4�  +2(3
$/'��2$,(3 �������$19,500
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Gwin & Sons

(continued from Page 6)

Clothing the
Working Man for

93 Years
������������������
�������
����������������	��������

������������������������
��������
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(360) 855-0395
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WANTED
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���������
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�
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���		�����
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�!!#� ���
��	�������

truck. They want a certain per-

centage of poles to come out of

their sales, and if they don’t get

the right guy to get those poles

- the bottom line could suffer.

Poles have to be handled with

care, since any damage means

it’s going on the scrap heap. 

So Bell Pole needs a special

kind of logger, and they’ve

found them in Vernonia, Ore-

gon. 

Gwin and Sons Logging Com-

pany has been in the logging

business since Dick Gwin began

the company in 1958.

“My grandad Earnest and

dad Homer worked on the old

(continued on Page 15)

See “Gwin & Sons”

“We’ve been in
poles since the

1960s and began
hauling them
with one guy 
sitting on the

trailer steering the
load all the way

to the mill.”

RICK GWIN
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Visit us on the web at: www.FraleyTractor.com
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WRECKING LOGGING EQUIPMENT
�'��%�#�!"�5��!�&��!�#!��#�!"�5�!����#!$��"�5������!"�5��!���!"

��������
����5���'���������
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WE BUY HEAVY EQUIPMENT FOR PARTS AND RESALE...CALL US!

FRALEY TRACTOR, Inc. WRECKING DIV.
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FEATURED IN THIS MONTH’S ISSUE

Gwin and Sons has been logging poles
since the 1960s and now has four sides -
including two pole manufacturing sides -
and 18 pieces of equipment. They work
on poles for Bell Pole Company, McFar-
land Cascade and McCormick Lumber.

Gwin and Sons Logging

Vernonia is a town of 2,151
people in Columbia County
on the eastern side of the
Northern Oregon Coast

Range. It was first settled in
1874 and the Oregon-

American Lumber Compa-
ny opened up a mill there in

1924 which supported a
railroad line. 



The CAT Certified Rebuild Power Train Plus by                     Includes:
h New, Out of Crate CAT Engine
h Reconditioned Radiator, Including All Hoses, Clamps and Seals
h Rebuild Transmission and Torque Converter to New CAT Specs
h Rebuild/Recondition Steering Clutches, Brake Modules, Final Drives
h Recondition Equalizer Bar and Pin Bores; Install New Pins, Bearings,

Seals
h Replace Pivot/Stub Shafts with New CAT Shafts
h Reconditon Track Roller Frames
h Repair Track Guiding Guards at Swing Frames
h Replace Undercarriage w/All New CAT Components, 

Including Track Groups, Rollers, Idlers, 22” Track Shoes
h Reseal/Replace Power Train Hose
h Rebuild Hydraulic Pump
h Reseal U-Joints and Hardware
h Recondition C Frame
h Complete All CAT Engineering Updates as Needed
h CAT Power Train  Warranty until January 2018 or 3,000 Hours

Additional Work Performed by                       Includes:
h�New Air Conditioning System
h Repair Boom and Grapple, Including New King Post & Bearing, 

Repack Cylinders, New Pins & Bushings
h New Paint
h New Front and Rear Windows
h New Prolenc Snubber and Pins
h And Much More!

CONSIGNED BY OWNER
Located in Philo, California

MPI

2011  VOLVO DD118HF, 78.7” drums,
148 hp QSB 4.5 Cummins, 1,692 hours,
good unit.....................................$65,000

YOUNG HEEL RACK for LB 4300, good
condition.......................................$2,500

CAT 966C LOG FORKS, pin on, missing
one cylinder, fair condition..........$2,500

BRUSH RAKE FOR CAT 518, 97” wide,
7 tines, approx. 42” tall..............$2,200

WASHINGTON 188 YARDER, Detroit
8V92T power, 4-axle carrier, standing
skyline, good, clean unit.........$190,000

2006 JD 759G FELLER BUNCHER, saw
head, good undercarriage, JD engine,
tilt cab, 12,000+ hrs..................$100,000

2010 IHC 4300 WATER TRUCK, 210 hp,
CARB compliant, NEW 2015 Randco
water system, hyd fill, front, side & rear
sprays, auto trans, oil brakes, clean
unit, 197,917 miles.....................$45,000

NEW JD FS24 SAW-
HEAD, 24” cut, 30
degree rotation,
approx 8,380 lbs.,
fits JD 959J and
others.......$50,000

2010 CAT 160M VHP Plus, Tier III, 14’
MB w/ new cutting edges, rear ripper,
PB, differential lock, accumulators, joy
sticks, 5,705 hours...................$155,000

2013 Hyundai HL757TH-9, Tier III Cummins,
3.6 yd bucket, hyd QC, good 20.5x25 tires,
cab, AC, 2,604 hrs, good loader.........$99,500

2012 CAT 329EL, CAT QC bucket, hyd
raulic thumb, rear camera, 10’6” stick,
3,700 hrs.....................................$185,000

PROLENC SNUB-
BERS for skid-
ders, in stock
.....................CALL

2007 CAT 328D LCR, smooth-edge
clean up bucket, hydraulic QC, auxiliary
hydraulics, 10’6” stick, very good con-
dition, 6,148 hours....................$140,000

2004 IHC 4200SBA WATER TRUCK, 200
hp diesel, 5 speed, NEW 2015 Randco
2,000 gallon tank, front, rear & side
sprays, 233,200 miles.................$36,000

LeTOURNEAU LOG STACKER, 60-ton, cab,
4x4, 12.7 liter Detroit Series 60, excel-
lent tires, very clean, good history, from
major pipeline job, 3 available.......CALL

2006 KOBELCO SK250 LOG LOADER,
Jewell Shovel Logger Buildup, Jewell
grapple, high & wide, 24” tracks,
forestry cab, rock guards, good under-
carriage, runs well, consigned, located
in our yard, 12.624 hrs..............$95,000

2012 KOMATSU PC360LC-10, Tier 4, 30”
dig bkt, 10’6” stick, 33 1/2” pads, lube
system, cab guard, rear camera, AC,
2,182 hrs, priced to sell!!!.........$195,000

EQUIPMENT
Call Chuck 24/7
530-221-6760

8537 Commercial Way
Redding, CA 96002

chuck@mpiequipment.com
www.mpiequipment.com

INCORPORATED

NEW!

CERTIFIED REBUILD POWER TRAIN  Plus
CAT 527 TRACK SKIDDER w/SWING GRAPPLE, CAB AND AC

2008 IHC 8600SBA WATER TRUCK, 3
axle, Cummins @ 410 hp, 10 speed, air
ride, NEW 2015 Randco 4,000 gallon
water tank, front, side & rear sprays,
hose reel, 8 new drive tires, 489,555
miles............................................$57,500

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL CHUCK

MPI EQUIPMENT, INC
530-221-6760

$360,000

MPIEQUIPMENT
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TAKING A CORNER
is Willie Brown in his
1999 Freightliner.
It’s no easy task on
tight logging roads
and long pole loads. 
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(541) 963-4646
Fax:  (541) 963-3415
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We also have Eaglets, 
Eagle IV and Claws Available

SUPER EAGLET 
EAGLE V & EAGLE VI

SUPER
EAGLET EAGLE VIEAGLE V

DRUM CAR

��
����#!!�$�����������$�"����������
�

(((���� ���$$������#!

EAGLE CARRIAGE & MACHINE
Call Today 
for a Demo!

GP ™

PORTLAND, OREGON     JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI     EDMONTON, ALBERTAWWW.PIERCEPACIFIC.COM         TOLL FREE:  800.760.3270

You can’t have too much of a good thing. 
Especially when working in the challenging 
forests of the Pacific Northwest. That’s why you 
need the multi-talented Pierce Grapple Processor.

Besides its unparalleled sorting, bucking 
and loading capabilities, the Pierce GP is an 
uncompromised landing processor. Use it as your 
primary processor or as a supplement to your 
existing equipment. 

The multitasking Pierce GP.
Put it to work today.

BUCKING. PROCESSING. 
LOADING. PRODUCING.

IT’S ALL IN A DAY’S WORK.

PATENTS PENDING

BUCKING. PR
ADING. PROL
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                                                                                    OMC.CIFICAPIERCEPPIERCEPA.WWW             , OREGON     JAANDTLPOR:FREEOLLTOM 800.760.3270            ATTAON, ALBERCKSON, MISSISSIPPI     EDMONT, OREGON     JA

LOADING NEAR LEBANON, ORE., Cody Gwin uses his CAT 320D to
delicately put poles on a trailer. Poles can’t be damaged and Gwin and
Sons must pay particular attention to the condition of the sapwood. 

10



YOUR FORESTRY EQUIPMENT PARTNER

Call Gib Gilbert today at

253-606-2029
On approved credit. Offers expire May 31, 2015. All equipment subject 
to price change and/or prior sale. All units FOB current N C Washington 
branch location. Contact your N C Sales Representative for details.

2005 Timbco 475EXL
S/N CW4C2641080405
24” 360 degree rotation head, new 
bottom, 6,507 hrs., ready to harvest

$188,900 $64,000

1989 Cat 235C
S/N 3WG00129
Auto engine speed control, 
high ambient temperature, N C 
H/D underhouse guard, 9,862 
hrs., good condition

$37,500

1999 Cat 330B LL 
S/N 6DR03454
Grapple, third straight travel 
pedal, forestry cab with 48” riser,  
27,183 hrs., good condition

John Deere 2054D
S/N 200510
Jewell 54” grapple, 16,135 hrs., 
good condition

$106,900
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THREE GENERATIONS of Gwin
Loggers out on the jobsite near
Lebanon, Ore. Cody Gwin (left)
is the youngest and son of Rick
Gwin, who is in turn the son of
Dick Gwin (right) whose father
and grandfather also logged. 
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SHOP & SUPPLY INC.
Centralia, Washington

360-736-1336
Information Calls
800-822-2808

 Direct Order Line
www.madsens1.com

Chain Saw
Cut Protection

Note: Labonville cut protective 
garments are not represented 
as shields against damage, but 
as an aid to help prevent dam-
age in extreme cases.

Kevlar® strands are spaced 3/4” 
apart on the weave length only.  
Polyester strands hold the tough 
Kevlar® strands in place.

#850KP chaps are f le x ib le , 
light weight, and have six-plys 
of Polyester/Kevlar cut protec-
tion.   They meet UL and the ‘95 
OSHA standard for leg protec-
ton .  They a lso mee t ASTM 
F1897 and are rated American 
Standards Class “A.”

$6695

#2

�02��5#-+(+'&��7/'23�"'��(('2���
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�	��
���
 0��+)*�"02,'2;3��0.1��#4'3�

Call today for more information!  
866-514-3356 Toll-Free!
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LONG TRUCKS AND SMALL LANDINGS make for some tight spots for Joe Poetter in his CAT 320D but with 19 years of experience, he does just fine. 



FREE SATELLITE PHONE

STAY CONNECTED

MATTERS
TO WHAT

Maintain peace of mind, stay connected to loved ones and colleagues and 
manage your business directly from any remote location instead of wasting costly 
travel time to reach areas covered by cellular service. 

The Fastest, Clearest and Most Affordable Satellite Solution.

*Certain restrictions apply. For full details, visit Globalstar.com/LoggersWorld or call 1.844.800.4988.

$500 SAT PHONE

FREE
Call 844.800.4988 now or visit Globalstar.com/LoggersWorld 
and ask how to get a FREE SATELLITE PHONE. 
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manage your business directly from any remote location instead of wasting costly 
travel time to reach areas covered by cellular service. 

T PHONE$500 SA$500 SAT PHONE

FREE
 

  

manage your business directly from any remote location instead of wasting costly 
travel time to reach areas covered by cellular service. 

*Certain restrictions apply

T PHONE

FREE
Call 844.800.4988 now or visit Globalstar
and ask how to get a

 
  

manage your business directly from any remote location instead of wasting costly 
travel time to reach areas covered by cellular service. 

.com/LoggersW. For full details, visit GlobalstarCertain restrictions apply

Call 844.800.4988 now or visit Globalstar
and ask how to get a FREE SA

 
  

manage your business directly from any remote location instead of wasting costly 
travel time to reach areas covered by cellular service. 

orld or call 1.844.800.4988..com/LoggersW

.com/LoggersWCall 844.800.4988 now or visit Globalstar
TELLITE PHONE.FREE SAFREE SATELLITE PHONE.

 
  

manage your business directly from any remote location instead of wasting costly 

orld.com/LoggersW.com/LoggersWorld
TELLITE PHONE.
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www.triadmachinery.com

 
    

  

    
  

    
  

    
  

    
  

T-Bird 1236, Denharco 4400 
monoboom, Spokane, #015313
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Excavators

 

Harvesters

Skidder

Wheel Loader

 

Trucks

Cranes
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USING A WARATAH 623 PROCESSOR, Cody Gwin uses his CAT
320D to get poles ready for hauling to one of Bell Pole’s mills.
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IS THIS LONG
E N O U G H ?
Dave Forfar ’s
2005 Peterbilt
378 hauls off a
125-foot pole
load near
Lebanon Ore.
Pilot cars are
needed to guide
the truck since
loads l ike this
have consider-
able tail-sweep. 

Gwin & Sons

(continued from 7)

steam donkeys,” said

Dick. 

His sons, Rick and

Darrell, joined the

company in the late

70’s while Rick’s son

Cody, an integral

part of the current

business, and began

working for them in

2007 when he gradu-

ated from high

school. 

The business has

four sides, 18 pieces

of equipment and

has over 20 employ-

ees. Two of those

sides are strictly for

poles as the Gwins

take special pride in

making sure they get

production with

quality on poles up to

135-feet long. Along

with Bell Pole, Gwin

and Sons 

also manufacture

poles for McFarland

Cascade and Mc-

Cormick Lumber.  

“We’ve been in

poles since the 1960s

and began hauling

them with one guy

sitting on the trailer

steering the load all

the way to the mill,”

(continued on Page

16)



Rick said. 

The sight of a fully-loaded

pole truck taking logging road

corners that were in no way in-

tended to handle the extra length

is something to behold. Gwin and

Sons is one of the best pole com-

panies out there, and their skill

allows Bell Pole to get more poles

from a sale than a logging outfit

that is accustomed to logging reg-

ular length logs. 

“The quality control is the

toughest part,” one-man show

Joe Poetter said. “If you do any-

thing to these poles you have to

cull them out.” 

Poetter has been working for

Gwin and Sons for 11 years and

has been in the woods for 19

years. He began out in the woods

at age 14 doing road work and

has really “done everything”

when it comes to logging and it

shows.

To put a job description on Po-

etter - who when interviewed for

this article was working outside

of Banks - would be a tough task

since he’s the only guy on one

pole side. Poetter runs both the

shovel and the processor - both

Cat 320s since that is Rick’s ma-

chine of choice - and is one of the

best pole manufacturers out

there. 

It’s not easy, as you not only

have to avoid banging up a fallen

pole while getting it to the road,

you also have to get these ex-
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(continued on Page 18)

LEFT: Rick Gwin re-
fills the auto-greas-
er on the CAT
320D loader on the
Lebanon jobsite. 

RIGHT: Russ Lende
shovel logs out on
the jobsite near
Lebanon, Oregon.
All of Gwin and
Son’s machines are
CAT 320D because
of their durability
out in the woods. 

Gwin & Sons

(continued from Page 15)



Contact: Kevin Zender (360) 319-7973
Rod Hansen (360) 520-6849
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THESE POLES leave the landing on Willie Brown’s

1999 Freightliner on the jobsite near Banks, Oregon.
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tremely long items to a cramped

landing, sorted, processed and

ready to be loaded on long pole

trucks.

“It doesn't get old,” Poetter

said. “Just when you think you

got this, a whole new challenge 

opens up. I could probably do

this until I retire and have a

new challenge every day on how 

to bring a pole to the road.” 

Since poles require more

care, the production process is

slower, allowing Poetter to do 

everything out on the site but

that doesn't stop him from get-

ting results. Despite handling 

poles that are regularly over

100 feet, and can’t have more

than a superficial scratch on 

them, he can get three loads out

on a good day. 

“I don’t stay in one spot very

long,” Poetter said. “I think the

record is five weeks.”

Poetter and the Gwins are

the first ones to point out that

the whole process begins and 

rests on the skill of their fantas-

tic pole cutters Mark Travis and

Terry Sandstrom. The two 

work back and forth on each

pole side. Since the poles would

easily break or have damage 

to their sapwood if they were

fallen into open space - which

would be troublesome since the 

(continued on Page 19)

Gwin & Sons

(continued from Page 16)

YOU’LL NOTICE THE LOAD rubbing against the bank here on a sharp
turn. Gwin and Sons, along with Ken Montgomery Trucking takes very
special care of these poles and move through tight spots all the time. 



sapwood has to remain un-

touched for roughly an inch

around the heartwood - Travis

and Sandstrom have to fall the

poles back into the trees to cush-

ion the blow. 

The work they do is some-

thing to see, says Cody Gwin,

who at the time of this article on

the other pole side with Russ

Lende near Lebanon, Oregon.

The two make a quality team.

Lende has been logging for 34

years and runs the shovel and

helps load when needed.

“Nothing is worse than goug-

ing a good pole,” he said. “You’ve

got to make sure your grapple is

grabbing under them and not in-

to their sides. We take a lot more

time with them than logs.”

Lende started logging when

he was in high school and a

friend of his had a logging com-

pany he joined and hasn’t left

the woods since. 

Depending on timber type,

Gwin and Lende are ranging

anywhere from 3 to 6 pole loads

a day and typically 10 loads to-

tal. With processing at least four

loads of poles and a half dozen

loads of logs each day, along with

getting 10 loads out takes ample

planning to keep things moving

smooth and efficient.     

“I either wanted to be a com-

mercial fisherman or a logger,”

Lende said said.

The art of pole logging is akin

to fishing in you’re looking for

the biggest and the best. And

you don’t want it to drop off your

hook. 

“It starts by getting them on

the ground,” Cody said. “The way

they meticulously take down

The Harvester Chain
with the Cutting Edge

Day in, day out, mechanical harvester chains see extremely harsh use. The chain’s components have to 
withstand continually alternating tractive forces that can lead to hairline cracks, ultimately causing the 
chain to break. With STIHL RAPID™ Micro™ Harvester Special (RMHS), STIHL has a chain that is truly 
up to meeting the immense challenges presented by the highly mechanized world of forest harvesting.

Less Vibration
STIHL has substantially reinforced all RMHS chain parts 
that are exposed to strain. Forces exerted on the drive 
and connector links, on the teeth and the riveted bolts 
can be better distributed along the whole chain. This high-
performance chain enjoys a lifespan that is up to 70% greater 
than that offered by conventional harvester chains with a 
.080” chain gauge.

Less Wear and Tear
The wear surface has been enlarged thanks to the 
asymmetrically shaped tooth shanks and connector links. This 
means that the tension exerted on the chain itself has been 
minimized to the greatest extent possible. With this emphasis 
on durability, the STIHL RMHS Harvester Chain should be 
your chain of choice.

For a STIHL dealer near you, visit STIHLdealers.com
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Gwin & Sons

(continued from Page 18)

(continued on Page 20)
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kevin@loggers
world.com
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phone to download
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then scan this code
below to go directly
to the Loggers
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each tree to prevent breakage,

they leave us with only 1 per-

cent fall down, a skill not all

timber fallers have.”

On Gwin and Lende’s side,

1.6 million board feet, equiva-

lent to approximately 330 pole

loads have made it to the mill in

the last 5 months.

Gwin and Sons are so me-

thodical with their work, it has

caught the attention of Oregon 

Department of Forestry Opera-

tions Forester Kyle Kaupp, who

says the operation really 

compliments the ODF’s mission.

“From my perspective, Gwin

has done an excellent job,”

Kaupp said. “They’re very care-

ful and they pick their days to

work with the weather.” 

Rick is the first one to say

that they don’t haul poles in the

snow or if things get too dicey 

road condition-wise. Luckily this

year, the winter has been lack-

ing.

“We’ve had a dry winter and

that has helped us out here,”

Kaupp said. “Gwin does it the 

right way, they get a lot of loads

out while taking care of the re-

sources. They’ve done a perfect

job.”

Bell Pole also notices and ap-

preciates the hard work that

Gwin and Sons puts in. They try 

to keep the company busy on

their various sales through the

Northwest. While Rick tries to

keep his guys close to home,

there can be some travel in-

volved. Working far from home

is not unheard of for Gwin and

Sons but once the commute gets

to be several hours, the crew

stays near the job. 

“Gwin knows how to pick

poles,” Bell Pole’s Frank Gribble

said. “That saves us a lot of time

because then we don’t have to go

out and mark them.”

While Gwin and Sons is one

of Bell Pole’s main operations to

get poles, they’ll have other log-

ging outfits work for them but it

might take more work to mark

poles and make sure the poles

on the ground are up to specs.

Since Gwin and Sons has so

much experience and specifically

works for poles - their process

and production is much

smoother. 

“There is way, way more ex-

pertise that goes into this and

they have a real knack for it,”

Bell Pole Timber manager Bob

Halderman said. “It takes a

while for a guy to get experi-

enced in poles but they’ve

earned our trust.”

Gwin and Sons will make logs

out of any damaged poles as

well, but what perhaps sepa-

rates them from other outfits is

they’re specifically trying to get

as many poles out as possible.

“You’ve just got to be slow and

methodical,” Rick said. 

Cody Gwin is the latest in the

line of his long family lineage of

logging. He said he’s had the

best mentors when it comes to

this type of logging and added

that Bell Pole is a great compa-

ny to work with and takes care

of their loggers. 

He added that he also realizes

being the boss’ son means added

expectations. He said he tries to

set an example of hard work and

production. In the almost preci-

sion-like world of poles, that’s a

good philosophy.

“With processing at least four

pole loads and a half dozen other

loads, along with getting those

10 loads out, it takes ample

planning between the two of us

to keep things moving smooth

and efficient. Russ and I make a

great team. While Russ does

mostly shovel logging, he often

helps load to keep trucks moving

and production maximized.” 

Rick Gwin tries to keep all

his equipment standardized as

CAT 320Ds with rollover protec-

tion. He’s also gone with auto-

greasers on all of the machines

for added efficiency and tries to

keep all his equipment on the

newer side. He also has four

Wartah processors in the compa-

ny stables.  

“They’ll go forever,” Cody

said of the CATs. “That’s all my

dad has been buying for the past

30 years. If there is a break-

down, we rely on Peterson CAT

to be there to support the equip-

ment wherever we are.” 

CAT has been a part of the

Rick Gwin’s company for a long

time and so have his employees.

The Oregon logger tries to keep

his crew happy, well-equipped

and well-paid. Gwin & Sons also

has two clear cut crews working

for other land owners. Gwin and

Sons will also try and keep their

clear cut crews working for oth-

er companies whenever the work

comes up.

Lende said they take care of

the crew and that he can’t imag-

ine working for anyone else. 

“I’ve got a really good crew

and there’s not much turnover,”

Rick said. “I’ll go around to the

different sides to help them out

as needed at the moment. They

all know what they’re doing.” 

So when you trace that

utility pole in the ground, back

to all the mill yards, treatment

plants and pole trucks used to

ship them, you’ll find a good

number of them coming off jobs

by Gwin and Sons. While spe-

cialization is their game, they

also try to keep production going

smoothly in an expensive and

time-consuming field. And

they’ll continue to be one of the

go-to guys when it comes to

poles.
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• Dozers

• Loaders

• Excavators

1-503-545-0007
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Gwin & Sons

(continued from Page 19)

UP IN THE AIR, is a pole
that Cody Gwin gets ready
to load out on the jobsite
near Lebanon, Oregon. 

Scan this QR code with your
smart phone app to see Gwin

& Sons in action.
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Cat 525 -  Parting Out

Galion Grader, ��� ���������# !�
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#!����!%!#$�$19,000

D6C, '�%��� ��������� Parting Out
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�#�""��$��#��#�� %#(�����$225,000

330L Parting Out
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$38,500

Kobelco SK200-3,
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A ONE-MAN SHOW, Joe Poetter of Banks, Oregon operates an
entire landing and gets plenty of production out of it. He’s been
logging for 19 years and has been with Gwin for 11. 
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CONTACT 
QUINN VIA
EMAIL
ktmurk@centurylink.net

Or by Mail at:
P.O. Box 319
Siletz, OR 97380

This photo shows two vessels at a Bellingham, Washington dock loading lumber.  What’s unusual about the photo is the ship in the foreground.  It is a five-
masted sailing ship, and the other a steel-hulled steam ship.  For many, many years steam and sail would dock side by side, and two very different working
groups of mariners would haul our lumber output all over the world.  This went on until well after World War I.

This photo is from the Quinn J. Murk collection.

BLASTFROM THE PAST
BY QUINN J. MURK FOR LOGGERS WORLD

This photo shows a man pulling a peeled pil-
ing with a “Doodlebug” in a log yard.  Unfor-
tunately, this is not the best quality photo, but
it shows something that is not commonly
seen.  A “Doodlebug” is a home or shop built
tractor made from old car or truck parts or, in
this case, both.  The engine and cowling look
to be from a car or pickup while the steering
axle and drive axle are of the old 5 or 6 hole
truck-type axles.  During the 1930’s depres-
sion, there was not a lot of money around,
and old cars or trucks were everywhere and
cheap.  Building your own for less than a hun-
dred dollars was a lot more attractive than
buying new. This photo is from the Quinn J.
Murk collection.
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PAST
Back in the good old days,
Fortson, Washington had a
small sawmill and big logs.
Some of them too big.  To
solve that problem, if the
mill could handle the log, it
was side-cut until it was too
big to go through the saw.
Then, instead of a quarter-
turn on the carriage, an
eighth-turn would be made,
and the log sawn until too
big, and turned again.  The
log would be turned and
sawn down until reaching
the size to be conveniently
sawn into lumber.  This pro-
cess was call “gun barreling”
because the log  would take
the shape of flat sided rifle
barrels.  Not many pictures
of this process were ever
taken.

This photo is from the Quinn
J. Murk collection.

BLAST FROM THE PAST

Logging in the snow, oh boy such
fun, especially if it was cold, windy
and wet.  A yarding crew in an un-
known location poses with their
nice 2-speed Humboldt yarder.  Not
sporting a roof, the donkey puncher
and firemen get to work in the snow
all day.  With the brakes wet and ice
on the bottom of the donkey punch-
er’s feet, it had to be real fun for the
rigging crew to work under the rig-
ging.  This picture makes that old
yarder cab with the broken window
look pretty good, doesn’t it?

This photo is from the Quinn J.
Murk collection.
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“when i got home i looked again
at the top photo on page 22 of March
2013 loggers world.   That donkey
has a steam friction head on the
main shaft, and as you said, it is a
willamette.  however, it is not a
sledge hammer two-speed.  a sledge
hammer has no power shift.  The
sledge hammers were shifted with
the gears stopped.  a bar and/or a
sledge hammer is used to slide the
gear over.  They were not shifted of-
ten.

The machine pictured is probably
a “direct geared” two-speed,  i.e:

with one friction “jam” on one side of
the main drum e.g: low gear, and an-
other jam on the other end as high
gear.  with practice, they could be
shifted on the fly.  with a machine
that small, it would be highly unusu-
al to be equipped with a two-speed
unit.  Maybe the two-speed unit was
a later modification?  i notice also,
that there appears to be another
drum ahead of the original frame on
the right side.  if so, that definitely
means it was modified or special
built.

willamette sold five donkeys to

Cherry Valley dated 1912, 1913,
1914.  all five were humboldt [inter-
nal geared] type.   There is a sixth
donkey listed, but appears to be a
special model and no serial number
listed, which means it could be a
modification of one of the above.  on
the other hand, the one pictured ap-
pears to have spur gears [external
teeth] which muddies the water.

i am a little surprised that this
donkey would be used as a yarder be-
cause of the small size.  it is possible
that it could have been a two-speed
loader, but doubtful.  it appears to be

a ground lead machine.  willamette’s
first two-speed was a two-drum
“hoisting machine.”  The actual two-
speed yarders were not built by
willamette until 1916.  at that time,
the two-speed units were quite prim-
itive and actually referred to as “con-
vertible.”   [Called “sledge hammer”
by the loggers.]  They built five types
of two-speeds partially because of de-
velopmental changes.   also no don-
keys were built until 1901 by
willamette, which means the date of
1890 could be the original date of in-
corporation of Cherry Valley Co.” 

Response to Letter to the Editor: from Merv Johnson - Logging Historian
From the Editor: if you put more than one professional in a room,
you usually end up with more than one opinion.  logging history is
no different, and in this case the history is only about 100 years old.  
Merv Johnson and quinn Murk are both highly respected historians
that have probably forgotten more than most of us will ever remem-
ber.  in this case, they have slightly different opinions while

agreeing on most points. one believes the donkey was a “sledge
hammer” and the other says it’s probably a “direct geared” donkey -
a minor but historically significant difference.  we want to see histo-
ry preserved as accurately as possible, so we are bringing you both
sides. The letter below is Merv’s response to quinn.
Feel free to jump in if you have any additional information. 
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2007 Tigercat LX830C
������78����,78,;��>�698,;

P.O.R.

2012 Cat 568
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P.O.R.

Madill 071,
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!"���������
�!�� �������
$250,000

2006 Cat 325C
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��

$230,000

Skagit 737

T100HD

Call For

More Info.2013 Pierce 
Grapple Processor,
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P.O.R.

Skagit 739
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Call for More Info.

2007 Link-Belt 290
w/Waratah 622B
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2008 Cat 320C
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2008 John Deere 2554
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		������78�
$175,000

MIKE (541) 954-7643 • ERIC (541) 206-2252 • DAN (541) 914-9222
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i have some breaking news! The
much anticipated logger shortage is
here! …at least during times of peak
production.  it is hitting our industry
in a couple of different ways.

across the country, the “surge capaci-
ty” in our industry has all but disap-
peared. That part of our industry used
to be made up of many small operators
who often only logged part of the year
but could always be called upon to
help out during times of peak produc-
tion. since the “great Recession,” most
of these companies have gone out of
business, moved on to more profitable
ventures, or become full-time loggers.
with that surge capacity gone, we are
all feeling tremendous pressure to
meet our customers’ demands.

as employers, we are in the midst of
a crisis trying to attract and retain
qualified employees. This fact was
driven home recently by a logger
friend whose son had been working for
his company. last year, his son took a
job with a construction company, mak-
ing considerably more money than he
had been making working as a logger.
his son felt badly about leaving but, as
my logger friend told me, “he’s now
making the kind of money that he
could never make in logging.” when
you think about it, what a sad state-
ment about logging. if we can’t even
afford to pay our own children enough
to stay in logging, how can we expect
to keep any qualified employees?
when i was young, someone could buy
a house and raise a family on a log-
ger’s wage. Now, even with a working
spouse, most employees struggle just
to get by. it is not at all unusual for
the spouse of a logger to be the bigger
breadwinner with better benefits and
retirement package. it is demoralizing,
considering the high level of skill re-
quired to perform most logging jobs.

we have a serious problem: fewer
loggers in the business and fewer indi-
viduals becoming loggers.

in order to stay in business, loggers
have had to become better, more pro-
fessional businessmen. we have
learned how to succeed in an increas-
ingly regulated and volatile industry.
During the same time, virtually every
cost has skyrocketed (equipment and
financing, commercial and health in-
surance, workman’s comp, fuel, regu-
latory fees and taxes) and we have had
to absorb those astronomical cost in-
creases. The only items that haven’t
risen at the same pace are the prices
we are paid by our customers, what we
logging operators earn in profit at the
end of the year, and what our employ-
ees take home on their paychecks. Yes,
we have managed to stay in business
but it has been at great cost to our
people. ultimately, if we cannot in-
crease our profits, we cannot increase
pay to a level that more realistically
reflects the value and skills of our peo-
ple to our logging operations, a level
that is competitive with other indus-
tries that require workers with similar
skills.

a retired forester recently told me
that “loggers would soon be in the
driver’s seat” with regards to setting
logging prices. The question is, just
how accurate will that statement turn
out to be? i do know that this is defi-
nitely not a place loggers are accus-
tomed to being. Typically when there
is a shortage of something (loggers), its
price will go up. unfortunately, the
pressure to increase logging that we’ve
felt from our customers hasn’t resulted
in increased prices for our services.
while we would love to be able to
charge whatever prices we want, the
reality is that wood products are com-
modities. Producers of wood products

are not only competing against one an-
other; they compete against other ma-
terials. if wood products become too
expensive, they will be replaced by
other materials and will ultimately
lose market share. so where does this
leave us?

if we don’t quickly improve logger
compensation, the logger shortage will
certainly continue getting worse.  as
the shortage gets worse, even fewer
operators will be available to meet the
increasing demands of the market.
less product availability translates in-
to higher market prices. higher mar-
ket prices will result in lower market
share. This death spiral has a simple
solution- pay loggers more money for
the work that they do. without strong
and more-profitable loggers, the future
of the entire wood products industry is
in serious trouble.

we loggers are the backbone of this
industry. we owe it to ourselves, our
employees and the entire timber in-
dustry to make reasonable profits. To
do anything less will jeopardize us all
and result in what timber owners
probably fear the most- out of control
logging costs.

Mark Turner is the current President
of the associated oregon loggers and
serves as an officer for the american

loggers Council.  he and his brother
greg operate Turner logging located
in Buxton, oregon.  For more informa-
tion, please contact the american log-
gers Council at 409-625-0206.

As We See It.... 

THE BACKBONE
OF THE INDUSTRY

USED PARTS FOR

���������������������������������������
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in some parts of the country this
is a real hardship.  less timber be-
ing sold and that being sold at a
lower price because the sale calls
for logging by helicopter only.

it seems that maybe we are
heading in the wrong direction
here.

it is funny that i'm hollering
about this because i've got no per-
sonal stake in it.  i'm not having to
spend 35% of my time and my
crew's time to log unmerchantable
material to make ugly piles along
the road.  i'm no longer working be-
low those piles and those small
landings and being run across the
hill and hiding below stumps.

But it makes me boil.  i thought
that we were making some progress
in this logging business - - - and in
many areas we have gone backward
three steps to every one we've gone
ahead.  i remember watching Cliff
wilson do some logging out of Reed-
sport.  he had a slackline yarder
that was reaching out 2200 feet and
flying logs to the landing.  at that
landing another slackline yarder
flew the logs another 1000 or so feet
to where they were loaded on the
trucks.

Cliff said:  “we learned better
logging methods than this 50 years
ago and here i am doing it again.”

we are getting damned impracti-
cal.  we are forced into it by rules
and specs that have nothing to do
with the end result.  That is be-
cause impractical people make and
enforce these rules.

That tree we all depend upon,
and the practical people that har-
vest that tree, can only stand so
much of this sort of thing.  Can only
carry so many non-producing peo-
ple.  There comes a time when the
load is heavier than the wheel bear-
ings will stand.

Maybe a little more grease will
increase the life of those wheel
bearings but methinks we are get-
ting that grease in the wrong place.

Rigging Shack

(continued from Page 5)
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President obama’s environmen-
tal Protection agency (ePa) has
earned a reputation as the most
lawless agency in an administration
infamous for its abuses of the Con-
stitution and the rule of law.  The
ePa, for example, implemented a
“cap and trade” regime Congress re-
jected, brought criminal actions
against citizens for “wetland” viola-
tions as it sought power over more
landowners, and declared a “war on
coal” that will put thousands out of
work, drive up the price of electrici-
ty, and render its delivery unreli-
able.  Now, the ePa may set a con-
victed killer free.

in late 2013, the ePa declared
over a million acres in west-central
wyoming, including the town of
Riverton (pop. 10,000), as part of the
wind River indian Reservation, that
is, “indian country.”  Purportedly,
the ePa’s action is required by a
Clean air act provision allowing
tribes to obtain the authority avail-

able to states to regulate their air
quality programs but, in doing so,
the ePa subjected land—long
known to be outside the Reserva-
tion—to the tribal jurisdiction of the
Northern arapaho and eastern
shoshone.

The Reservation was established
in 1868, but in 1904, the Tribes
agreed with the united states to
cede 1.48 million acres of land in ex-
change for per capita payments to
tribal members and capital improve-
ment projects.  in 1905, Congress
ratified the agreement, declared the
lands were “ceded, granted, relin-
quished, and conveyed” to the unit-
ed states, and referenced the new
Reservation as “the diminished re-
serve.”  in 1906, the ceded lands
were opened for settlement by Presi-
dential Proclamation; the land was
sold to non-indians, including land
that became Riverton.  in 1939,
some unsold ceded lands were re-
stored to the Reservation, but no

lands inside the Riverton city limits
were ceded.

over the decades, Congress, the
supreme Court, and the wyoming
supreme Court wrote of “lands for-
merly embraced in the [Reserva-
tion],” of a “diminished reservation,”
and of lands “ceded, granted, and re-
linquished.”  Challenges by tribal
members of their convictions in
state court for crimes committed in
Riverton—putative “indian coun-
try”—were all rejected, on one occa-
sion with amicus support for
wyoming from the united states.
in 1998, a unanimous supreme
Court rejected a tribal attempt to
void a similar grant.

westerners, elected officials, and
commentators nationwide heaped
abuse on the ePa, but there is plen-
ty of blame to go around; the ePa’s
“determination is consistent with a
2011 opinion of the solicitor of the
u.s. Department of the interior.”
alas, the solicitor, President oba-
ma’s top lawyer at the interior De-
partment, made utter hash of un-
questionable history.  worse yet, her
opinion slavishly tracks the Tribes’
2008 application to the ePa in
which they cherry-picked bits of con-
gressional hearings and self-serving
tribal documents but ignored court
rulings, the 1904 agreement, the
1905 act, and their binding lan-
guage.

in early 2014, wyoming and the
wyoming Farm Bureau Federation

sued the ePa.  in early 2015, the
lawsuit drew an amicus curiae brief
from ten states arguing the ePa is
“owed no deference with respect to
its application of federal common
law principles to historical facts
[and that] wyoming’s and the other
parties’ views on the diminishment
issue accordingly have as much
weight as the [ePa’s].”

Meanwhile, there is much fear
and uncertainty in wyoming.  Citi-
zens of Riverton and ranchers and
farmers throughout the 1.48 million
acres that the ePa says is now “in-
dian country,” are in a panic.  hous-
ing prices have plummeted.  Non-in-
dians fear they will fall under the le-
gal jurisdiction of the Tribes—both
civilly and criminally.

There is an unintended but not
unexpected outcome of the ePa’s
pursuit of its brand of “environmen-
tal justice;” a convicted murderer
says he must go free!  andrew Yel-
lowbear—a Northern arapahoe trib-
al member who lived in
Riverton—was convicted in a
wyoming court of killing his young
daughter.  arguing the crime oc-
curred in “indian country,” he chal-
lenged his conviction up to the
supreme Court, but lost.  Now, it
appears the ePa agrees with him.

mr. Pendley, a Wyoming  attor ney,
is President and Chief Legal  officer
of mountain States Legal Founda-
tion and a regular   c olum nist in
 Loggers World.

Summary Judgment....

by William Perry Pendley

Will the EPA 
Set a Killer Free?
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� Must have minimum five years experience
from John Deere or CAT Dealership. 

� Must have knowledgeable background on
all Logging Equipment including but not
limited to Timbcos, Delimbers, Dangle Head
Log Processors, Skidders, & Log Loaders.

Pay Scale $30.00 to $50.00 per Hour, 
wage will be determined upon interview.

Independent Technicians with Service Truck
are encouraged to apply.
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LOGGING EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN WANTED

#3

888-393-1819
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• Local and

Nation Wide
• Farm Equipment
• Heavy Equipment
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